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HERE WE GO!
The Edinburgh
Festival is BIG.

MEET THESE PERFORMERS INSIDE THIS MAGAZINE

It’s a three week party of
theatre, comedy, cabaret,
music, musicals, dance,
opera, wordplay and more.
We navigate it all
so you don’t have to.
We have over two decades
experience covering
Edinburgh’s festivals.
We have a team of great
reviewers on the ground.

READ OUR INTERVIEWS FROM PAGES 5 – 12
CHECK OUT OUR THREE TO SEE
SHOW RECOMMENDATIONS FROM PAGES 13 – 19

MEET THESE PERFORMERS ONLINE

We’ll do the hard work and
let you know what to see.

ThreeWeeks in three steps…

1

THREE TO SEE show recommendations –
in this magazine and throughout the festival
at threeweeksedinburgh.com

2
3

THREEWEEKS REVIEWS every day
of the festival – sign up to the TW Daily bulletin
at threeweeksedinburgh.com/signup
INTERVIEWS GALORE – read nine Q&As in this
magazine and then check out plenty more
online at threeweeksedinburgh.com

ALL THESE INTERVIEWS WILL BE GOING ONLINE SOON
AT THREEWEEKSEDINBURGH.COM/INTERVIEWS

INTERVIEWS
ThreeWeeks editors Caro Moses and Chris Cooke talk to some of our
favourite performers, kicking off with three Editors’ Award winners
LF: We live in a time where voices
are rising to be heard. A time
where movements like #metoo
#blackgirlmagic #enoughisenough
are at the forefront. A time when
#blacklivesmatter are hitting our
Facebook feeds asking everyone to
examine our own position in the world.
‘Hot Brown Honey’ is another link
towards change for a better future. We
have created a platform to share our
stories about gender, race, inequality
and empowerment, providing a space
to collectively celebrate our potential.
Every theme from embracing the
Matriarchy, to daily microagressions,
addressing privilege and complicit
behaviour, to our own struggles with
the decolonising process are pivotal
factors in our everyday life truths.
By putting it on stage we get to
shine a light on our intersecting
experiences where we confront
our similarities and celebrate our
differences.
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CM: The political intentions
obviously stand out. Do you
think a show like this can effect
any change in the way people
think?

CARO MEETS | CABARET INTERVIEW

Hot Brown Honey
Every year we present ten ThreeWeeks Editors’ Awards to the ten
performers and shows that made that year’s Festival extra special.
And last year that included the team behind ‘Hot Brown Honey’.
They are back at the Festival this summer, so we decided to get the
full lowdown on the show from Lisa Fa’alafi – also known as The
Game Changer – who co-created the production with writer Busty
Beatz, and is also the director, choreographer and designer of it.
And yes, she performs in the show too. Phew.
CM: Right. Let’s start with an
intro to what you do. For anyone
who hasn’t seen the show yet:
what genre and style should
they expect?
LF: We like to call ‘Hot Brown Honey’
a genre defying, theatrical explosion!
Some have referred to the work
as ‘hard to describe’, some say it’s
‘energised theatre’, some say ‘social
commentary’, others say it’s the best
pumping political party in town and
will have you dancing out of the

building! For me, why pick a category?
We, as artists, love many styles, so we
are going to pick the way that tells the
story the best, the forms that elevate
the artists and audiences to feel the
feelings.
But I get it, you got to market
shows right? So… if you want to see
theatre that ignites hope, mixed with
a nightclub that inspires change,
where you are invited to dance on the
mistakes of your ancestors and pave
a new path, then ‘Hot Brown Honey’
is for you!

We take our audience on a ride full
of fun, joyous rage and ridiculousness
because, to be honest, laughter can
help bind us. Comedy is one of the
best tools to dismantle issues we
often want to push under that dusty
couch in the corner. We also go there
with satire, cabaret and burlesque as
well as hip hop, indigenous languages,
dance, song and circus – this is our
world Mother Lovers!

CM: Tell us about the themes
that drive the show.

LF: Yes, ‘Hot Brown Honey’ is a political
and social activism piece at its heart,
and yes I think the work can and
has changed the way people think,
whether they have loved it or hated it.
For us it’s about creating
conversations. We have performed
across Australia, New Zealand,
Edinburgh, Manchester, Calgary and
Vancouver, and the biggest feedback
from audiences so far is that many
come away feeling empowered to do
something. While we use our platform
to tell our stories, we ask audiences
to participate and be accountable
for interrogating their own views. We
ask them to stand and shout, to make
noise, to make change. And they do!
It even shocks us when we see an
entire crowd on their feet shouting,
dancing and celebrating with us.
Celebrating the representation of WoC
– fierce, talented and centre stage! It is
really clear that audiences want to see
their communities reflected on stage,
they want to see themselves reflected
back, they want more and so do we!
For our black, brown, mixed sisters
their support and feedback has
been humbling. We have gathered
a huge amount of phenomenal
women willing to spread the word,
helping with everything from sewing
costumes, designing, social media,
shout outs, writing papers, drawing

comics, writing songs. It is truly
inspiring. In the words of Audre
Lorde: “the master’s tools will never
dismantle the master’s house”. In the
case of ‘Hot Brown Honey’, we have
stolen the keys, turned up the beats
and started a riot.

CM: What inspired you to
create a show like this in the
first place?
LF: ‘Hot Brown Honey’ has been
inspired by those who have come
before us, the fierce women
throughout Herstory who have made
pathways, such as Audre Lorde for
her poetry and intimacy, Aboriginal
artist and activist Lilla Watson for her
determination for her people’s selfdetermination, Chimamanda Ngozie
Adiche for her spoken word and
insights that makes us feel our power.
Marsha P Johnson and Sylvia Rivera
for starting a riot, Miriam Makeba
for singing her activism even when
exiled from her home, Aiono Anafi Le
Tagalog for her incredible critiques on
being a Samoan Feminist, Missy Elliott
for bringing the body love and beats
that make you dance all night.
Our great grandmothers,
grandmothers, mothers, aunties,
sisters and daughters who stood
strong and those who still stand
strong. We are the Latest Models
of our Ancestry and it is our
responsibility to represent! Word to
The Mother.

CM: For those who have
seen the show, and might be
considering another viewing,
has it changed at all since
previous runs in Edinburgh?
LF: ‘Hot Brown Honey’ is forever
morphing and growing, but essentially
it’s the same high-octane experience
as previous years, although we do
have a few surprises in the works! This
time we get to fill the Gilded Balloon’s
Debating Hall, so we are going bigger
than our last two years. We have been
overwhelmed by how many people
have come out in previous years to
support us and continue to see us
over and over again, bringing their
sisters, their mums, their friends, their
husbands! We sold out the last two
years so we will be aiming high again
this year and hoping this for our final
year at Ed Fringe will create Herstory.
‘Hot Brown Honey’ is on at Gilded
Balloon Teviot from 3-27 Aug.
LINKS: hotbrownhoney.com
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Ian Smith

IS: ‘Craft’ is a show shaped by an email
I received in December. I can’t say
why, but the show has an obligation
to include some unexpected elements
– for example, origami and the fact
that I won’t actually be inside the
venue for about five minutes of the
proceedings. It’s a stand-up show, but
with something else going on that will
slowly get revealed.

CC: How does it compare to
your past Edinburgh shows?
IS: It’s more ambitious, with some
slightly complicated stuff going on.
A drone is involved at one point. It’s
very much still stand-up, but with
more theatrical bits.

CC: You do lots of online stuff –
podcasts and YouTube videos –
how does that compare to your
live stand-up?
IS: Stand-up is the thing I love the
most – but with podcasts and videos,
they’re other ways you can be
creative. And it’s nice to have a few
things going on and different ways to
showcase yourself.

CC: Are podcasts and YouTube
channels a good way for standups to build an audience? Or is it
just as hard to find an audience
for a podcast and a YouTube
show?

It’s another ThreeWeeks Editors’ Award winner!
Our reviewers have loved everything that Ian
Smith has performed at the Fringe over the
years, though it was last year that we got round
to handing him one of our awards. He returns to
Edinburgh this August with a new show called
‘Craft’ promising a few more theatrical bits and
even some origami. It’s all slightly mysterious,
but we’re confident it will be another fine
hour of stand-up. Ahead of all that, I thought it
would be good to have a quick catch up about
Edinburghs past and present, podcasting and
YouTube-ing, and – of course – the new show.
CC: You’ve done a number of
Edinburgh shows now – has the
Fringe become a permanent
fixture in your calendar?
IS: Yeah – I love the Fringe and it’s the
main thing I work towards in the year.
I really enjoy being able to write a full
hour of material and trying things
that are a bit different to what you can
usually do in shorter sets.

CC: When do you start thinking
about each year’s show? Do you
come up with a concept first or
do you start writing material
and see where it goes?

IS: I’m always trying to think of ideas
– but it’s really around January, when
the venues start getting confirmed
and you need to think of your
blurbs, that I try have a rough idea
of what I’ll do that year. I tend to do a
mixture of material and concept – if
something feels strong, it tends to
shape the show. This year, it’s a bit
of both, there’s a concept that the
material works around and hopefully
complements.

CC: Yes, this year’s show! Tell
us about ‘Craft’. What can we
expect?

IS: I do get people coming to my
shows who have listened to The Magic
Sponge – the football podcast I do
with Rob Beckett and Jimmy Bullard
– but it can be difficult to get a regular
audience online. Though I’ve also
been lucky to do some YouTube work
with FullTimeDevils and The Football
Republic, which have about half a
million subscribers each, so that’s a
big audience!

CC: You write and act as well
as perform comedy. You said
stand-up is the thing you love
most, but could you see yourself
having years where acting or
writing was the main thing you
were doing?
IS: I always want to perform stand-up,
but I do really love the acting side too.
If I managed to get a part in something
that would take up my time, I’d be
happy to do that, but I would always
want to be back at the Fringe.

CC: Now you’re becoming an
Edinburgh veteran, what tips
would you have for comedians
starting out at the Fringe this
year?
IS: It can get so stressful, so try and
enjoy it, that’s the main think I think.
Also, go to Mother India for food. It’s
so good and it’d be crazy to be in
Edinburgh for a month and not go
there. Peshwari naan!!!
Ian Smith performs ‘Craft’ at
Underbelly Bristo Square from
1-26 Aug.
LINKS: iansmithcomedian.co.uk
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Yianni Agisilaou
Another former Editors’ Award winner who
is back in Edinburgh with a brand new show.
One of the things we really like about Yianni
is that he always tackles really interesting
themes in his shows. In recent times that’s
included feminism and The Simpsons, and
now he’s turning his attention to the subject
of technology, artificial intelligence and our
human relationships with those things. I was
keen to find out more, about this new show,
about why he keeps coming back to Edinburgh,
and, well, you know, what he’s been up to lately.
CM: So, you’re headed back to
the Edinburgh Fringe again:
what keeps you coming back? Is
it good to have a deadline?
YA: Loving the Fringe keeps me
coming back! There really is nothing
like the Edinburgh Fringe anywhere
else in the world. Also, it’s my first time
performing at the Pleasance, so that’ll
be novel. It is good to have a deadline,
yes, but I did this show for the first
time at Perth Fringe, so my deadline
was in January!

CM: You say there’s really
nothing like the Edinburgh
Fringe anywhere else in the
world. What specifically make’s
it stand out?
YA: The audiences are different to
any other festival in the world – it’s
a festival where there is literally
something for everyone’s interests,
and people will often come and take
a chance on shows that they haven’t
heard of before. Also, during my time
off, I get to watch some of the best
art in the world. And, of course, being
in the same place as a lot of friends I
don’t see as often as I’d like for the rest
of the year is a lovely part of every
Edinburgh Fringe.

CM: Are there any downsides to
performing in Edinburgh?
Is there anything about doing
the Fringe that makes your
heart sink?
YA: There’s a lot of pressure trying
to fill a room with punters. The job
extends so much further than just
being funny on stage. The fact that the
product being promoted is you means
it’s easy to quantify your self-worth by
attendance and coverage. The neverending pressure to ‘have an online
presence’ and ‘create content’ means
you could literally work 24 hours a day
and still have more to do.

CM: What have you been up to

since last August? We loved last
year’s show, of course: have you
been on tour with it?
YA: I performed it one more time in
London after the Fringe, because
it was commissioned by ABC TV in
Australia. We’re currently exploring
options of touring it around the UK,
following on from the UK tour of my
Simpsons show which I did after the
Fringe last year.
I’ve also got a TV concept which I’m
starting to develop in Australia, but
mostly I’ve been writing this show and
performing it – and my other show
‘Comedians Against Humanity’ – on
the Australian festival circuit. I was
at the fringe festivals in Perth and
Adelaide, and the comedy festivals in
Canberra, Melbourne and Sydney.
In all I’ve performed 106 – and
counting! – full shows since last
Edinburgh Fringe and I don’t even
know how many gigs in between.

CM: Right, so let’s get on now
with this year: what themes can
we expect from your new set?
YA: It’s about technology and
humanity. How one affects the other.
Whether Facebook is listening in
to you. What 63% of Americans
getting their news from Facebook
means for an informed population.
Whether artificial intelligence will take
everyone’s jobs. And what this means
for who we are as humans.
Things like artificial intelligence are
much more ubiquitous than we realise.
If you use Google Maps, you use AI. AI
is deciding which news we see and by
extension, what we think. These are
important questions to us all.

CM: What made you decide to
tackle this subject?
YA: It’s fascinating, interesting and
relevant. It’s a human story that we’re
all part of whether we know it or not.
If you’re a tin foil hatter, it might set
certain fears at ease and exacerbate
others. If you’re a tech head, it might
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give you some pause about charging
full steam ahead. Plus it makes a VR
headset tax deductible (TAX ADVICE
– may not make a VR headset tax
deductible!).

emotional component, which sums up
stand-up pretty well! If you’re a nurse,
psychologist or a human statue come
along and hear how you have a job
for life!

CM: What are your own habits
re technology like? Are you a
smartphone addict or do you
find it easy to step away?

CM: What other shows are you
planning to see at the Fringe
this year?

YA: I definitely don’t find it easy to
step away. I go through phases. I am
thoroughly addicted to the torrent
of information at my fingertips. But I
have turned off notifications for a lot
of apps so that I’m not triggered to
check my phone as often as I used to
be. Call me an addict in recovery?
But that said, the same technology
allows me to stay in touch with friends
and family across the world which,
given that I’ve spent half my life in the
UK and the other half in Australia, is
so valuable.

CM: Does the way things are
going with robots and suchlike
worry you, or not? Are you
optimistic or pessimistic about
the future?
YA: Both. I feel optimistic that
scientists and engineers will create
wondrous world-changing things.
And pessimistic about politicians
regulating their use in a way that
benefits most people.
At least I don’t have to worry about
losing my job to AI. It’s terrible at
humour. Jobs safest from automation
are creative jobs and jobs with an

YA: I always get along to see Mark
Watson (because he’s hilarious), Rob
Broderick (because he’s hilarious) and
Elf Lyons (because she’s, well you get
the idea) And I’ll definitely see ‘Garry
Starr Performs Everything’ again,
because I saw it in Australia and it was
brilliant. I will probably go and watch
‘Comedians Against Humanity’ every
night (DISCLAIMER – I’m hosting it),
after which time I’ll head to ‘Spank’.

CM: What advice would you give
to a stand-up taking a show up
there for the first time this year?
YA: Work as hard as you can on your
show. But mostly, watch lots of standup and take notes on what’s good and
what’s bad, and remember to have
fun. This job has lots of challenges, but
it should be fun and rewarding and
you should work with great people
who make you remember that. Also,
try to keep fit and take a day or two off
drinking a week.
Yianni performs ‘I, Human’ – and hosts
‘Comedians Against Humanity’ – both
at Pleasance Dome from 1-26 Aug.
LINKS: ycomedian.com

TW AWARDS
Every August we present the
ThreeWeeks Editors’ Awards on
the final weekend of the Festival.
These go to the ten things that
the ThreeWeeks editors believe
made any one year’s Festival
extra special. There are no specific
categories and winners can be
people, shows, companies, venues
or even whole festivals. And there
are no specific criteria other than
the winners bringing something
extra special to Edinburgh.
We’ve been handing out our
Editors’ Awards at every Festival
since 2005. You can read
about all the past winners at
threeweeksedinburgh.com/awards.
And look out for details about
all the 2018 winners in the final
TW Daily bulletin of the year at
the end of the Festival. Sign up
to receive the TW Daily every
day of the Fringe by email at
threeweeksedinburgh.com/signup

It’s last year’s Editors’ Award
winners waving to you now!
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Dan Coleman: Gulliver Returns
of each other you get to look at both of
them in a new way.
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CM: Many people will be aware
of ‘Gulliver’s Travels’, but
possibly only as a story of a man
washed ashore in a country
where the people are all tiny.
There’s much more to the story
than that, of course. Can you tell
us a bit more about the book?

CARO MEETS | THEATRE INTERVIEW

If you’re a fan of ‘Gulliver’s Travels’, you
might be intrigued by the sound of the
latest show from Festival regulars Dawn
State, as although it’s not strictly based
on the Swift classic, it incorporates some
of its themes and ideas. That said, I don’t
think you need to like or even have read
the novel to appreciate this great sounding
play. I certainly wanted to know more about
the show as soon as I heard about it and so
arranged a chat with Dan Coleman, director
of the piece and AD of the company.
CM: Right, let’s start at the
beginning and talk about the
plot of the play. What happens
in it?
DC: ‘Gulliver Returns’ is about a
contemporary couple called Lil and
Lem. For reasons I won’t give away
Lem has essentially untethered himself
from reality and escaped into the
fantasy world of ‘Gulliver’s Travels’.
Just like the character in the book he
now thinks he’s a man on a mission to
save humanity from itself; which he
intends to do by telling us the story
of his amazing adventures. Lil has
promised to help him tell this story, but
what she’s really trying to do is find a
way to drag him out of his fantasy and
bring him back home.

CM: What themes does the play
focus on?

DC: It’s a play about the strange places
we go to when our world is torn apart
by grief; and what it might take to get
us back from those places.

CM: Are you a fan of ‘Gulliver’s
Travels’? What made you decide
to write a piece incorporating
elements of it?
DC: I’m a fan of some of it. It’s a
sprawling – and sometimes quite
infuriating – book, but it’s filled with
these incredible moments of rage, and
wonder, and insight that I really wanted
to try and capture in a play.
For me it’s about a lost soul trying to
find some kind of order in a scary and
chaotic world; and that felt like a really
interesting jumping off point for a play
about a contemporary couple whose
world has been torn apart. The hope is
that by laying those two stories on top

DC: Yeah; so one of the most incredible
things about Gulliver’s Travels is that
the whole thing is basically a biting
satire. It’s filled with an absolute fury
at the savage world we’ve created
for ourselves, and you can feel its
influence on a lot of the work that
comes after it – George Orwell spoke
about it being a major influence on
‘1984’, for example.
The section with the little Lilliputians
is only the first part of Gulliver’s
adventures. He visits several other
(equally fantastical) countries after
Lilliput and with each one he grows
more and more disillusioned by
English society. By the end of the book
he’s denounced us all as savages and is
basically on a one-man mission to save
humanity from its depraved nature.
Which is a really meaty objective for a
character to start a play with.

CM: Tell us more about the
company behind this, Dawn
State, which you’re the AD of.
How did it come together, why
did it come together and what
ethos does it have?
DC: Dawn State started life about four
years ago. It was partly born of my
desire to get away from the directorfor-hire rat-trap and develop my skills
as a theatre-maker.
It was also a chance to work with
some amazing people like Chris Birks,
Dan Nicholson, Amy Blair, Naomi Said,
Phil Desmueles and Claire Turner; all
of whom have played a big part in
developing the company over that
period.
Dawn State makes dynamic new
work inspired by classic text and
forgotten stories. The intention is to
connect the past and the present to
try and create theatre that’s urgent,
passionate and timeless.

CM: How did you end up doing
this job? Did you always want to
work in the theatre? What steps
did you take to get to this point
in your career?
DC: I always knew I wanted to do
something creative. I was performing
semi-professionally from quite a
young age so I guess it kind of got
into the blood, and then at university
I got really interested in directing and
working with new writing.
As I said, I was a jobbing director
for the first few years of my career
and then I made a choice to become
a bit more self-sufficient and start a
company. It’s hard going but it’s given
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me the chance to focus on making
the stuff that gets me fired up, and
ultimately that’s a really lucky position
to be in.

CM:This isn’t your first show at
the festival, is it? What previous
productions did you bring to the
Fringe, and how did you get on
with those?
DC: No, this will be Dawn State’s third
show at the Fringe. Our first was ‘The
Man Who Would Be King’ in 2014,
which was a contemporary take on
Kipling’s caustic debut novella.
Then we were back in 2015 with
‘The Wonderful Discovery Of Witches’,
a new play based on the true story of
the Pendle Witches. We’ve been really
lucky because reaction has been great
both times.
‘Witches’ transferred down to
London for a few shows in 2015 and
‘The Man Who Would Be King’ toured
the UK in autumn 2016.

CM: What makes you keep
bringing productions back to
the Fringe? What do you like
about it?
DC: People talk a lot about how hard
the Fringe is, and that’s absolutely true,
but it’s also an amazing opportunity.
Bringing stuff to the festival has
helped us define the kind of work we
want to make; it’s helped us develop
our audience; it’s helped us build
connections that have turned into tours
and transfers. It’s still the best launch
pad for theatre in the country and for a
small company like ours it’s basically an
essential part of what we do.

CM: Is there anything you don’t
like about it? What would you
warn Fringe first timers about?
DC: I think the more realistic you can
be about your expectations the better
your chances of making a success of it.
You can’t legislate for whether you’ve
got a mega-hit or a car-crash on your
hands, but you can make sure you do
the simple things right: rehearse the
thing till you can say it in your sleep;
get some rest; and speak to people
rather than throwing flyers at them.
The rest of it is in the lap of the gods.

CM: What kind of shows do you
see when you are at the Festival?
What do you have earmarked in
your brochure for this year?
DC: I’ve got quite a few mates to
check in on. ‘Thor and Loki’ by House
of Blackwell will be a must; ‘Mistero
Buffo’ by Rhum And Clay looks great;
and I saw a bit of ‘Electrolyte’ earlier
in the year by a young company
called Wildcard, which looked really
interesting. And a sneaky bit of Peter
Brook obvs.
‘Gulliver Returns’ is on at Underbelly
from 2-26 Aug.
LINKS: dawnstate.co.uk

Bryony
Bryony Twydle this
year brings her
debut solo hour to
the Festival, but
she isn’t by any
means a stranger
to it. Long term
Fringe addicts will
probably recognise
her as a member
of sketch troupes
Simply The Jest and
The Jest, and so – all
things considered
– we can probably
characterise her as
something of an old
hand.
Anyway, what
Bryony specialises
in is character work,
and this summer
she will be dishing
up a delicious
mixture of intriguing
personalities.
I spoke to her to
find out more about
the new show, and
to talk through the
highs and lows of
her past Edinburgh
experiences.
CM: Right, to begin with, this is
your Edinburgh solo debut, isn’t
it? What made you decide that
this was the year to do it?
BT: It certainly is! Over the last couple
of years I’ve been working towards my
debut hour – doing work-in-progresses
shows, getting used to being a solo
performer on the circuit. This year
it’s all come together, I’ve had a good
year for acting work and knew I could
support the show financially and when
Underbelly offered me the slot I knew
it was time to literally get the show on
the road, to Edinburgh!

CM: But you’re not a stranger to
the Festival of course. Can you
tell us about the previous shows
you were involved with?
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Twydle: Flamingo
BT: For a few years I performed as part
of a nine-person sketch group. Yes
that is a thing and yes at times it was
difficult to fit us all on stage! However,
that came to an end when we had a
particularly bad Fringe: two of the
members of the group – who had been
dating – went through a messy breakup just before the Fringe started, then
one of the members broke her leg and
finally I wrote off my car. Of the three,
the car was the only breakage I was
personally responsible for.

CM: Given that experience, you
no doubt know what to expect
of the Fringe, but how does
preparing for your solo show
compare? How different do you
think it will be?
BT: Well there’s going to be eight
fewer people, so I’m going to have to
flyer eight times as hard! Of course,
it will be a different experience, I’ll
miss everyone’s company and the
comradery, but at the same time
there won’t be any arguments about
what to have for dinner. The show is
my responsibility – if something goes
wrong, the buck stops with me, which
is both liberating and terrifying.

CM: What do you love about
Edinburgh during the Festival?
What are the highs of your

festival season?
BT: Of all the amazing things
Edinburgh has to offer, the one thing
that always sticks with me is the smell.
I think it’s the beer they’re constantly
brewing here and it makes the whole
city smell of Weetabix. There is
something really nostalgic about that
smell, it takes me back to my very first
time at the Fringe. Other highs for me
include the feeling you get when the
review that you’ve been waiting and
waiting for comes out and it’s really
nice, or when you go see something
that not only makes you laugh but also
gives you all of the feels – I recently
saw Hannah Gadsby’s ‘Nanette’ – I
wept and wept and wept – or the
general post show drunkenness when
you’re hanging out in the Courtyard,
I love that Edinburgh never seems to
sleep during the Fringe.

CM: What are the downsides
of an Edinburgh run? Have you
ever had a moment of despair?
BT: The not so great reviews. There
was one Edinburgh that, to be
perfectly honest, we just weren’t ready
for, we were still changing the ending
of the show through previews, and,
suffice to say, the reviewers noticed.
It’s very hard doing a show for the rest
of the month which you know isn’t
good enough but ultimately, you’ve

Photo by
Idil Sukan

paid to be there, you have to keep
going. On the plus side, I do think
experiences like those are really
informative, and with hindsight I am
glad that we went through that month
of hell. And it wasn’t all bad – we
discovered a great little cheesecake
place in Haymarket called Mallow
Valley and essentially comfort ate our
way through the remainder of the
Festival.

CM: Right, let’s talk about this
year’s show now – how would
you explain it and sell it to a
potential comedy-goer if you
met them on the street outside
your venue?
BT: So my show is called ‘Flamingo’.
I’m a character comedian, so I play six
different characters over the course
of the show, ranging from a deluded
Hollywood actress to a shy 10-yearold schoolboy. It’s fun, fiery and, at
times, filthy.

CM: Why is it called ‘Flamingo’?
BT: I’m not going to insult your
intelligence by explaining something
so patently obvious. Next you’ll be
implying I just plucked the title from
thin air!
Bryony Twydle performs ‘Flamingo’
at Underbelly from 1-27 Aug.

CARO MEETS | COMEDY INTERVIEW
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Oliver Lansley: Flies
CHRIS MEETS | THEATRE INTERVIEW

Edinburgh favourites Les Enfants Terribles
are back at the Fringe to co-produce a
new show with Pins And Needles called
‘Flies’. We’re promised an absurdist tale in
which the enemy is, well, a fly. “One man is
determined to conquer his fear of flies”, says
the show’s blurb, “but as darkness falls, what
is that ominous hum behind the door?”
Keen to find out more we caught up with
the show’s writer – and Les Enfants Terribles
Artistic Director – Oliver Lansley. He filled us
in on his latest tie up with the creative team
at Pins And Needles and shared his thoughts
on the state of the Edinburgh Fringe.
CC: What can we expect from
the show? How would you
describe it?

way it was written. It’s like ‘The Birds’
meets ‘Fight Club’ via the Mighty
Boosh.

OL: It’s kind of absurd. It’s dark, it’s
funny, it’s manic, it’s weird. It’s a bit
of a fever dream, which reflects the

CC: Where did the idea for the
show come from?

OL: The title. The director, Emma
Earle, was booked to work on a piece
but lost the writer at the last minute.
By the time that happened, the show
title had already been released, ie
‘Flies’. So she called me to see if I
could help. I had probably 24 hours to
get together the first draft. She said
“it has to be called ‘Flies’ and I think it
should be like a cross between ‘Jaws’
and ‘The Fly’ – GO!”

CC: And the resulting show is
a co-production between your
company Les Enfants Terribles
and Emma’s company Pins And
Needles?
OL: Yes, Emma and our designer
Zoe Squire together form Pins And
Needles. We’ve all collaborated many
times before.

CC: How did you first start
working together?
OL: Emma and I have known each
other ever since our days with the
National Youth Theatre. Our first full
collaboration was ‘Ernest And The
Pale Moon’, which was a huge hit at
the Fringe.
That show actually came about in
a similar fashion. She needed a piece
to direct – I think for her graduation
piece from Bristol Old Vic – and I
wrote her a gothic short story. We
enjoyed the piece so much that we
then developed it into a full length
play.

CC: You’ve also teamed up with
the magnificent Kid Carpet on
the music for the show. How did
that tie-up come about?
OL: Emma and Zoe had worked with
him before and when they went to
him with this weird idea he was up for
it! His surreal tone and energy was the
perfect addition.

CC: You have presented lots of
shows at the Edinburgh Fringe,
what keeps you coming back?
OL: There’s nothing else like it in
the world. Our company was born
in Edinburgh many years ago. Over
the subsequent years we’ve seen
companies come and go, and lots
of companies stop presenting work

John Pendal: We Are Family
CARO MEETS | COMEDY INTERVIEW

Regular Edinburgh-goers may know John
Pendal from his previous Fringe work,
as he’s got two Festival shows under his
belt: his attention-grabbingly titled debut
‘International Man Of Leather’ and follow
up ‘How To Escape From Stuff’. He’s heading
back to the Scottish capital this August with
a new show in which he takes a look at his
family tree. We’re all fans and very much
looking forward to his latest output, so I
thought it was high time we made contact. I
arranged a quick chat to find out more about
the show and John’s Edinburgh experiences.
CM: Right, let’s start with the
new show. What’s it all about?
Do you have a specific theme?
JP: In this show I’m looking back at my
family tree to try and answer some of
the big questions in life, such as “is it
possible to get along with your Dad
after Brexit?” It’s partly the historical
stories we uncovered and partly the
stresses and frustrations between me
and my Dad.
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CM: What inspired you to create
a set dealing with this subject?
JP: With the rise of Brexit and Trump it
seems as if the world has divided into
tribes of people who aren’t getting
along. We’ve lost the middle ground.
This show was born from a desire to
look into the past to see if there are
any answers for the future. Also my
Dad is 88 this year, so that focuses
things!

CM: What sort of thing did you
find out about your own family
through your research into your
family tree? Did any interesting
stories emerge?
JP: My dad has plotted the Pendal line
back to 1663 so there’s a lot to choose
from. The best stories are in the show:
some mutinies in 1862 and arson in
1910.

CM: This is your third Edinburgh
hour. How do you think it
compares to previous shows?
Do you think you are improving
as time goes on?
JP: ‘International Man Of Leather’ was
a compilation from my first six years
of stand-up, so it had a very relaxed
gestation. I was able to do previews
in Denver (2013), Cleveland (2014)
and Melbourne (2015). It was lovely
to have that length of time to work
on something. ‘How To Escape From
Stuff’ was the first time I tried to write,
preview and perform a show in a year,
which is the model I hope to follow
from now on. I’m proud of it but it was
a steep learning curve. This one feels
a little more like I know what I’m doing
now!

CM: What makes you want
to keep coming back to
Edinburgh?
JP: First of all, it’s a beautiful city and

INTERVIEWS
GET MORE AT THREEWEEKSEDINBURGH.COM
at the Fringe when they get too big.
But for us – even though we’ve grown
significantly as a company and we are
now presenting big shows all over the
world – we felt it was important that
we didn’t just treat Edinburgh as a
stepping stone. We have a lot of loyalty
to the Fringe, so we try to maintain a
presence at the Festival. Plus we have
also created our own award schemes
to help support the Fringe and other
people who perform there, they being
the LET Award and the Stepladder
Award.

Allegra Marland and Georgie Oulton:
Di And Viv And Rose (In An Hour)
on the story and the journey that
the characters go on in the play, and
tried to employ a discipline of cutting
anything that we felt didn’t directly
link to that. This was hard as the play
really celebrates life’s tiny moments of
importance.
We have therefore lost lots of
dialogue about our backstories and
families, and just kept the dialogue
that strictly relates to the relationships
between the girls. We remember
everything that we have cut and use
the unspoken information as ‘given
circumstances’ for each scene and
moment in the play, so that everything
is still informed by the detail that
Amelia offers in the original text.
The main difference about our
version of the play, other than the
fact that it is quite heavily cut, is that
it is played by younger actors. The
play has historically been played by
women of an older age, casting back
over their lives. Our version brings you
right back to that young girl on her
first day of university, and you watch
all three of them grow up in front you
as the play proceeds.

CC: How has the Fringe changed
in the years that you have been
presenting shows here?
OL: Everything has changed and
nothing has changed. I remember
when we started all the old timers
saying how different things were when
they first performed at the Festival
and how everything was changing.
Now we’re those old timers! It moves
in cycles. There is a constant battle
between commercialism and the ‘spirit’
of the Fringe. But just when you think
commercialism is winning, something
brilliant like the Free Fringe comes
along and resets the balance. There
will always be that battle, but I hope
the independent and anarchic spirit
of people just wanting to share their
ideas and their stories will always shine
through.
Flies is on at Pleasance Courtyard
from 1-27 Aug.

the locals are very friendly. I don’t know
anywhere else that would put up with
being transformed for a whole month
into an arts festival with such good
grace. There are huge opportunities to
gig several times a day within walking
distance on top of a solo show. That’s
an amazing gift for a performer. You’ll
improve as much in four weeks of
Edinburgh Festival as six months
touring the rest of the year.

CM: What’s the best thing about
completing a run at the Fringe?
What have been your best
moments in previous years?
JP: My best moments from the last two
years have been going to the bar after
the show and seeing random strangers
talk to each other about anything:
knitting, Doctor Who or tattoos,
because they’d seen my show and felt
like they now knew each other. I love
making friends with my audience and
seeing them make friends too.

CM: What about the downsides?
Have you ever had a dark festival
moment?
JP: I hate being away from my husband
for four weeks. I don’t think that was
ever in the guide to a good relationship,
that you’d live apart one month each
year.
‘John Pendal: We Are Family’ is on at
Gilded Balloon Teviot from 1 to 28 Aug.

CARO MEETS | THEATRE INTERVIEW

Shiny new theatre company Handmade Theatre are headed up
to the Scottish Capital this summer with what seems like a great
choice for an Edinburgh show: a trimmed version of actress and
writer Amelia Bullmore’s highly successful second play ‘Di And Viv
And Rose’, which was first staged at the Hampstead Theatre in 2013,
subsequently transferring to the West End. To find out more about
this production of the play, and the creatives behind it, I spoke to
Handmade Theatre’s founders – and the stars of the show – Allegra
Marland and Georgie Oulton.
CM: Can you start by telling us
about the show? What story
does ‘Di And Viv And Rose’ tell?
AM&GO: ‘Di And Viv And Rose (In
An Hour)’ tells the story of three
women who meet on their first day
at university and their subsequent
friendship which spans the next
twenty years of their lives. We follow
these women as they rollercoaster
their way through life, following their
struggles with sexuality, loss and all
kinds of love. Di and Viv and Rose are
three flawed and quirky women with
real inner strength. Their passion for
each other and themselves is not
curtailed by anyone else’s standards
but their own. They are women we can
all relate to.

CM: What would you say are the
primary themes of the piece?
What does the play want to say?
AM&GO: The play’s themes focus

on friendship’s impact on life, and
life’s impact on friendship. As Amelia
Bullmore said so aptly, in this play you
witness all kinds of love, and learn
how or how not to say sorry. You will
laugh and cry, but hopefully be left
feeling uplifted and inspired, with a
reconnection to the importance of
friendship in your life.

CM: Who are your cast and who
plays who?
AM&GO: Louisa Harland plays Di. She
trained at Mountview Academy of
Theatre Arts, and since graduating
has featured in ‘Doctors’, ‘Harley & The
Davidsons’, ‘Lost In London’ and ‘Derry
Girls’. She has also just starred in the
one-woman show ‘cotton fingers’ for
the National Theatre Wales. We play
the other two characters. Allegra is Viv,
and Georgie is Rose.

CM: Can you tell us about the
playwright?

AM&GO: Amelia studied Drama at
Manchester University. She started
out as an actor and began writing
professionally in 1994 and continues
to do both. Her first play, ‘Mammals’
was shortlisted for the What’s On Stage
Best New Comedy award and co-won
the Susan Smith Blackburn Award. For
television, Amelia has written episodes
of ‘This Life’, ‘ Attachments’ and ‘Scott
and Bailey’, and – for radio – ‘Craven’,
‘Cash Flow’ and a number of afternoon
plays.

CM: This is a condensed version
of the original, of course. How
did you go about making
changes to it, and in what ways
is it different?
AM&GO: It took a long time and a great
deal of work. Amelia writes with in
such a detailed and intimate way – it’s
genius and we were loath to cut any of
it. To make things easier we focused

CM: You began by performing
the show in London. What made
you decide that it was a good
idea to bring it to Edinburgh?
AM&GO: It was a no-brainer. We knew
that our time working on it wasn’t up.
It has so much nuanced detail that
still, eight months on, we are finding
new things. The play has something
for everybody, and Edinburgh brings
the most diverse and theatre-loving
audiences to the fringe every year.
It is Handmade Theatre’s inaugural
production as a company, and very
close to all of our hearts; we felt it was
fitting it was also our Edinburgh debut
production.

CM: Have you been to Edinburgh
before, either as performers
or fringe-goers? What are you
expecting from it?
AM&GO: We have all been going
for years as Fringe-goers, but this
is the first time that any of us have
performed there. Directing, producing
and starring in the show makes losing
our Edinburgh virginity all the more
meaningful for us and we cannot wait.
We are expecting to have a lot of fun
as well as working hard – and hope
to attract some great audiences. We
want as many festival-fringe goers
to see the show as possible, as well
as industry professionals. It’s a great
showcase for us as actors as well as
being a beautiful play. We would love
to transfer to back to London and New
York after Edinburgh.
‘Di And Viv And Rose (In An Hour)’ is
on at C cubed from 2-14 Aug.
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TW DIY Nick Doody: Doing the Free Fringe
TW:DIY is a new educational
programme from the TW team
that is offering tips and advice to
future talent in theatre, comedy
and culture at large. Based
at thisweekdiy.com, we’ll be
publishing interviews and features
all year round that together form a
great guide to doing cultural stuff.
To kick things off, this summer
we are talking to lots of people
who work and perform at the
Edinburgh Fringe about the ins
and outs of presenting shows at
the world’s biggest cultural festival.
We’ll then pick the top tips out of
those interviews and collect them
together to create a guide to doing
a show at the Edinburgh Festival.
Along the way we’ll talk to
performers, producers, directors,
choreographers, designers, stage
managers, tech people, marketing
people, PR people and venue
bosses. We’ve already published
numerous Q&As online – including
this interview with comedian Nick
Doody – and interviews with all
the people below. Plus check out
new content going live throughout
August.

In this TW:DIY interview,
we talk to comedian Nick
Doody, who now performs
as part of the Free Fringe
each August. In the two
decades ThreeWeeks
has been covering the
Edinburgh Festival, the
emergence of the free
show strands has been a
big development

CC: Is it harder getting press
into free shows? If so, does that
matter?
ND: In my experience, yes, it can be
difficult to get press in – not that a paidfor venue guarantees they’ll come,
either. The reason, supposedly, is that
because the shows aren’t ticketed,
they can’t get a press ticket, which
means they can’t guarantee getting
in. Whether that matters depends on
what you’re after. Last year I didn’t get
a single review, and that’s happened
to me twice doing the Free Fringe. A
little dispiriting, admittedly, but I still
had a show at the end of it. If you make
it all about press and awards and so
forth, you’re giving other people an
awful lot of power over you. There are
great reasons to do a show in itself,
especially for a comic.

The Free Fringe and Free
Festival run an assortment
of venues around
Edinburgh, mainly in
pubs and clubs. Whereas
performers often have
to pay significant rental
fees to stage shows at
the bigger Fringe venues
– which mean they risk
losing quite a lot of money,
even if things go well –
venue overheads are kept
to the absolute minimum
with the free show
strands, greatly reducing
the upfront costs paid by
performers.
Rather than selling tickets
ahead of each show,
performers make money
by encouraging audience
members to put money
in a bucket at the end
of the performance. For
some comedians, this
alternative approach
to doing the Fringe has
proven to be much more
lucrative. TW favourite
Nick has staged shows
at both the big comedy
venues and on the Free
Fringe, opting for the
latter approach in more
recent years. We find
out why he prefers the
Free Fringe and how
performers can make free
shows really work.

For updates on all the latest TW:DIY
content sign up for the TW Daily
bulletin at threeweeksedinburgh.
com/signup

generating some word of mouth and
gratuitous nudity.

CC: You have done both paid-for
and free shows at the Fringe.
What first drew you to the Free
Fringe?
ND: Well, the attraction of putting on

CC: Is that asking for cash thing
tricky when you first start doing
free shows?

CHRIS MEETS | COMEDY INTERVIEW
a show without incurring thousands
of pounds in overheads and probable
losses are pretty obvious. And in the
end it was mainly that that drew me to
the Free Fringe: ie the balance sheet. If
you’re not filling rooms of over about
125 every night, you likely lose money
on the – what shall we call it? – the ‘paid
Fringe’. It needs its own official name
to differentiate it from the Free Fringe,
doesn’t it? The Expensive Fringe,
maybe! My first solo hour on the
Expensive Fringe sold out every night
and we put on an extra show in a larger
room, yet I still owed money at the
end of it. That’s hard to swallow, both
financially and morale-wise.

CC: So it’s true that – as a
comedian – you can make more
money putting on a show in the
Free Fringe than with a paidfor show at one of the bigger
comedy venues?
ND: Yes, but that’s completely
uncontroversial. If you only made £1
every show, that would still be far, far
more profitable overall than doing
a 60-seater at the Pleasance! It all
depends on scale, though. Once you
are in profit at a big paid-for venue, it
can really add up. So if you’re selling
out the big purple cow for the whole
festival, you’re raking it in on a scale
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the Free Fringe probably couldn’t
compete with. But the names who can
do that are few.

CC: The Free Fringe and Free
Festival are both really well
established at the Edinburgh
Fringe and are really popular.
But do you feel there is ever a
stigma attached to a free show
rather than a paid-for show?
ND: I don’t know. Maybe with some
punters – the type who’ve just come
in drunk for something to look at, for
example – but that’s not the impression
I tend to get. In general, a good show
is a good show, and regular Festivalgoers will have had wonderful Free
Fringe experiences and godawful ones
that cost them £20 a ticket. Plus as
you say, the idea of free shows is well
established at the Edinburgh Festival
now, so people are very used to the
idea that some of them can be great.

CC: Not asking for any money
upfront obviously gives any
free show an advantage over a
ten pound ticket show, but then
there are lots of free shows to
compete with. How can you
make your show stand out?
ND: Having a good flyering technique,

ND: It’s not something you look
forward to at first, but those
reservations disappear pretty quickly.
It’s actually incredibly honest and
straightforward: they’re paying you
directly for an hour’s entertainment
That kind of direct transaction is pretty
rare these days. There’s no middle
man and they know that their money
won’t go to propping up Third World
dictators (unless that is how you
choose to spend it).

CC: Any tips for getting people to
put more money in the bucket?
ND: Do a great show! Failing that,
incorporate a lot of material about how
difficult you’re finding it to feed your
children.

CC: Tell us about this year’s
show.
ND: It’s about me facing the challenge
of writing material suitable for a PGtype audience. However, the show
ends up [REDACTED AS UNSUITABLE
FOR A FAMILY PUBLICATION LIKE
THREEWEEKS]

CC: It’s your tenth full-hour
show at the Fringe. How has
performing at the Festival
changed since you did your first
full-hour show?
ND: The hangovers take longer to get
over. Edinburgh 2015’s hangover is
just starting to clear now. Actually, the
emergence and growth of the Free
Fringe is probably the biggest change
in that time. It’s made performing at
the Fringe accessible again in a way
that was starting to die out.
Nick Doody performs ‘PG’ as part of
PBH’s Free Fringe at Subway from
4-25 Aug.
LINKS: nickdoody.com

THREE TO SEE
ThreeWeeks editor Caro Moses recommends
plenty of great shows with her Three To See tips
ARTS AND
EVENTS
EXHIBITIONS
Artists Open Studios And
Exhibition | Coburg House Art
Studios | 4-5 Aug
So here we go with my Threes To See
for 2018. This isn’t centrally located
but please don’t let that deter you
from attending – it’s only a short
journey on the bus and it’s down in
Leith, which has all sorts of good

Lucy Skaer: The Green Man |
Talbot Rice Gallery | 26 Jul-6 Oct
“By calling the exhibition The Green
Man, Lucy Skaer is likening the
animation of collections, and the
spontaneous generation of form in
her artwork Sticks And Stones, to
the symbol of renewal to be found
in figures made of leaves and vines.
Present in both pagan and church
imagery, the Green Man made a
resurgence after the plague, when
wilderness and weeds took over
the arable land”. I love the sound of
this exhibition by Lucy Skaer, which
includes work by a number of fellow
artists, as well as her own, excellent
creations. And this one’s located at the
heart of Fringe-ville, so it’s not hard to
get to when you’re in the central area.

BOOK FESTIVAL
Chitra Nagarajan & Olumide
Popoola | Charlotte Sq Gardens
| 16 Aug

things to offer you. At the Coburg
House Art Studios – home to a hub
of artists, designers and makers –
seventy creatives open their spaces
to the public, displaying a wide range
of work including contemporary
paintings, ceramics, jewellery, wooden
boxes, textiles, weaving, metalwork,
printmaking, illustration/design and
signwriting. With all that to look at, I’m
sure you’ll find something you like.

Yay, the Book Festival, and its lovely
programme full of lovely events. I’ve
only got space for three picks, as
you will understand. So, as with the
Art Festival, I’m begging you to get a
programme for it or take a look at the
festival’s website, because there are
so many events, and so many cool

In Focus: Scottish Photography |
City Art Centre | 7 Jul-12 May
The next two choices are on as part
of the Edinburgh Art Festival, which
has a great line up of stuff going on,
so you should have a look at their
website or brochure to find out more.
There are loads of fab-looking events,
but I was drawn to these exhibitions
in particular and decided I’d have
a go at drawing your attention to
them too. We start with this, which
charts the development of fine art
photography in Scotland from the 19th
century to present day, featuring work
from the likes of Hill And Adamson,
Thomas Begbie, Joseph McKenzie,
David Williams, Maud Sulter, Wendy
McMurdo, Calum Colvin, Christine
Borland and Dalziel + Scullion.

people turning up for it, that I really
can’t do it justice here. This is one
event that I’ve got earmarked myself,
featuring Chitra Nagarajan, editor of
‘She Called Me Woman’, a collection of
stories about life in Africa as a queer
woman, and Olumide Popoola, whose
book ‘When We Speak Of Nothing’
promises to take us “on a journey of
self-discovery from the racial tensions
of London to the Niger Delta”. The pair
discuss feminism and intersectionality
in contemporary African communities
and countries.

difference, well, the award winning
Michael Griffiths is someone to look
out for. Because for quite a few years
now he’s been blessing the Fringe with
his explorations of the life and work of
some of our most beloved music stars:
he’s been Annie Lennox, Cole Porter
and Madonna, to much acclaim I
should add, and now he takes on Kylie
Minogue. Expect an intelligent, skilled
and hugely entertaining performance.
“Put your hand on your heart and step
back in time, Kylie wouldn’t change a
thing!”

Akala – The Ruins Of Empire |
Charlotte Sq Gardens | 24 Aug
I’ve always been shocked by the ease
with which so many of my fellow
Britons seem to detach themselves
from association with the nastiness of
our colonial past, and who are so keen
to pretend that racism isn’t a problem.
Akala’s book – ‘Natives: Race And Class
In The Ruins Of Empire’ – sounds like it
counters all that, presenting a political
analysis of racism and classism
in the UK within a historical and
contemporary context. It sounds very
much like a book I want to read (after
this festival is over, obv, no time before
then) and therefore this is an event I
would very much like to attend.

Tori Scott Is #Thirsty |
Underbelly Bristo Square |
1-27 Aug

CABARET
FABULOUS SONGSTERS
Michael Griffiths - Songs By
Kylie | Assembly George Square
Theatre | 1-26 Aug
If you love singing shows with a

CABARET AND
VARIETY TREATS
Bubble Show For Adults Only | C
| 1-27 Aug
So many times I’ve gone along to
a ‘bubble show’ at the Edinburgh
Fringe and had a really lovely time.
But that was in the company of a

If I remember correctly, I think we
did a recommendation for this in our
London-focused sister publication
earlier in the year, when the show
was on at the capital’s Vault Festival
in March. And you know what, I think
it’s entirely fair to tip it again now that
Texan Tori Scott’s up in Edinburgh for
her Fringe debut. Celebrating “poor
life choices and an unconditional love

Matt Abbott & Joelle Taylor |
Charlotte Sq Gardens | 17 Aug
This is an event from the Book
Festival’s strand of spoken word stuff,
and it features two really great acts. I’ll
let them explain: “All the snarl and spit
of spoken word in one explosive show.
Joelle Taylor is an award-winning slam
poet, playwright and spoken word
artist. Her collection ‘Songs My Enemy
Taught Me’, inspired by her workshops
with vulnerable women, powerfully
evokes their struggles. Matt Abbott,
a poet and activist from Wakefield,
returned to a teenage love for punk
poetry after fronting indie band Skint
& Demoralised. His current one-man
show ‘Two Little Ducks’ earned him
five star reviews”. Excellent.

exploitation of women in Hollywood.
It features music from the oeuvre of
the likes of Shirley Bassey and Duke
Dumont. The show’s already won
huge acclaim, so this is a very safe bet.

of vodka”, the show sees Scott sharing
autobiographical stories and political
observations and – accompanied by
her band – singing “songs she stole
from other people” – the likes of Pink,
Edith Piaf, Lady Gaga and Queen. It’s
definitely on my list… see you there..?

Cazeleon – The Movies In My
Mind | Gilded Balloon Teviot |
1-27 Aug
“Drama, mystery, action, horror – all
in a heel and lash – this is a “drag”
show like you’ve never experienced.
Inviting you to take a journey into
her mind, Cazeleon’s memoirs are
represented through cinematic
evolution”. This award-winning
cabaret by this extraordinary singer
explores themes such as gender
identity, binary constructs and the

theatre full of children, and I suspect
that this sort of show will prove to be
a little bit different from that sort of
show. Why is it adults only, you ask?
Here you go: “Mix one part physical
theatre, one part bubble artistry and
one part neo-burlesque, and you get
a soapy concoction of kinky, in-yourface theatrics. A raucous and raunchy
affair with a surprising story arc full of
abstractness and the slightly grotesque,
a surreal performative experience that
wonderfully showcases the technical
prowess of bubble art on a first-class
level”. Interesting.

The Swell Mob | Assembly
George Square Studios |
1-26 Aug
This is not strictly cabaret – in fact, it’s
not even in the cabaret section – but
I thought this might appeal to more
adventurous cabaret-goers, which is
why I stuck it here. It’s an immersive
theatrical experience, and the work
of award-winning clown, puppetry
and cabaret practitioners, who’ve
combined to create a murky world of
dandies and deception. “Audiences
are invited to submerge themselves in
the delights of an 1800s tap room, and
to dance, sing, gamble, and cheat their
way through a decaying world. Swig a
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course hoping they’ll lend a fair degree
of humour to the telling of these
“extravagant stories”. In any case, I
think this sounds like a very promising
show for your older children.

David Baddiel’s AniMalcolm |
Gilded Balloon Teviot | 1-19 Aug

London Porter and become the Hero,
or swill Bathtub Gin and relish in the
carousel”. Some nights it’s followed
by an actual cabaret that’s listed as
cabaret – ‘Rotating Roster Of Erudite
Amusements And Motley Delights’ –
and it will all be brilliant, I guarantee it.

Jojo Bellini: Agents
Provocateurs | Sweet
Grassmarket | 2-26 Aug
This is a one woman cabaret about
the world’s greatest female spies.
And let me tell you, that really leapt
out at me because I recently added
some books about women spies to
my ‘books I need to read’ list. But
even if that hadn’t piqued my interest,
Jojo Bellini is a definite favourite
here at TW towers, and we eagerly
await her latest contribution to the

The creators of this show describe it
as “a vibrant, energetic and gloriously
funny musical, combining physical
theatre and outstanding storytelling
style”. Which seems pretty confident,
I realise. But I know for certain that
it will absolutely turn out to be true,
because this is the work of a company
who’ve been making some of the
best children’s theatre I’ve seen at the
Fringe in recent years: Story Pocket
Theatre. It’s about Malcolm, who
doesn’t like animals – problematic,
because the rest of his family
does – but who, through a series
of adventures, ends up far more in
tune with animals than anyone else.
Definitely promising.

The I Hate Children Children’s
Show | theSpace @ Surgeon’s
Hall | 3-19 Aug
Well, it might seem like a bit of a
cruelty to take your kids to a show
called ‘The I Hate Children Children’s
Show’ but it’s not. As long as they are
the kind of children who are really
tough. No, I’m only joking, you don’t
need to be tough, but you do need to
be an older child to appreciate it – this
is not one for toddlers. It’s won rave
reviews over the years (at least one
of them written by me, I think) and
parents get plied with alcohol, so what
in god’s name are you waiting for? Get
your tickets booked ASAP.

SHOWS FOR
YOUNGER CHILDREN
BambinO | The Edinburgh
Academy | 7-19 Aug
edfringe melting pot: expect “brilliant
ballads about the wicked women
of the espionage world”, and a very
entertaining celebration of the history
of these brave and clever people.

CHILDREN’S
SHOWS
FUNNY SHOWS
FOR KIDS
The Extraordinary TimeTravelling Adventures Of Baron
Munchausen | The Stand’s New
Town Theatre | 2-26 Aug
If your kid’s like my kid (and lots of
them definitely will be in this respect)
then your kid likes to laugh. And
so, my dears, I’ve made significant
inroads into watching all the funny
children’s shows there have ever been
in recent years, and I am always on
the lookout for more. This one’s made
it on to my hit list because it boasts a
cast of “top award-winning comedians
and improvisers”, and so I am of

I felt bad for choosing shows for
the previous section that would be
absolutely no use to those of you
with pre-schoolers and toddlers,
so here begins a section just for
you. And it starts with a brilliant
and already acclaimed show aimed
at babby-lambs aged from six to
eighteen months old. It’s a reinvention
of opera, designed specifically for
these little growing minds, and it’s
a relaxed performance that allows
those little ones to explore during the
show, to interact with the singers, the
musicians, and each other. Doesn’t
that sound brilliant? Wish I still had a
baby. Well, maybe not.

Shhh... The Elves Are Very Shy |
Royal Botanic Garden | 5-26 Aug
You may or may not know about the
long and involved love affair that
ThreeWeeks has had with Edinburgh’s
Botanic Gardens. We really truly
love it there, especially in the middle
of the Festival when we want to go
somewhere a bit less crowded. So how
lovely that there is a really enticing
looking show for little ones there.
Elfologist Dr Faye Greenwood is all set
to explain just why these poor elves are
so backward at coming forward, and
get help in encouraging her tiny friends
to come out and say hello. Promises to
be multi-sensory, musical, magical and
accessible to the very smallest tots.

Kika’s Birthday | Pleasance
Courtyard | 1-13 Aug
“Kika, a little French mouse, is going
to be five years old! Her family has
planned a birthday surprise, with
friends, songs and a grasshopper
band. But who is that with a twitchy
tail and shining eyes watching them
closely? It’s that bright orange cat.
Will she join the party, make some
new friends and share some birthday
cake, or does she have something
else in mind?” A lovely storytelling
show with interaction and puppetry,
created for younger audiences,
and brought to you by acclaimed
performer Danyah Miller.

“Steve’s dad has Alzheimers. There’s
nothing he can do about it except
remember the way he was. Steve
has also been deaf since his teens
but has new hearing aids so now
he’s gone through all the music of
his youth. It reminds him of his dad”.
A different approach from this one,
then, as Steve Day talks about his own
father, in a show that promises music,
song and laughter, and I imagine, a
few poignant moments. “If you like
bittersweet comedy about deafness
and memory loss then this is the show
for you”.

Ken Cheng – Best Dad Ever |
Bedlam Theatre | 1-26 Aug
You may have heard of him in
connection with the fact that he won
Dave’s Joke Of The Fringe at last
year’s Festival for his one liner about
currency (“I’m not a fan of the new
pound coin, but then again, I hate all
change”), and he’s frankly in good
company, given that previous winners
of that prize have included the likes
of Tim Vine and Zoe Lyons. But I was
mainly drawn to the title of this one.
Not sure quite how much dad-talk
there will be in this, but I think there
will be at least some, because he’s set
to tell stories of his very much atypical
upbringing and his complicated
relationship with his parents.

HISTORICAL COMEDY
Douglas Walker Presents - Of
Christmas Past | Underbelly
Bristo Square | 1-26 Aug
I’m a bit of a fan of anything historical.
I studied history, I read history, and I
can often be found pretending that

Gary Meikle - Before All This |
Gilded Balloon Rose Theatre |
1-26 Aug
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“There are a worrying number of
‘ists’ in society today – racists, sexists,
even fascists – who’d have thought
they’d make such a comeback?! For

her debut Edinburgh show, Elaine
Gallagher focuses on a positive ‘ist’
in society: the cyclist!” See, history
doesn’t have to be all about boring
kings and queens and battles and
politicians. It can be about cyclists
and suffragettes too. Expect a
show that mixes “past and present,
fact and fiction, personal, political
and historical, to explore cyclists,
motorists, and feminists”. It sounds
like a definite recipe for success to me.

Strictly Carl Donnelly | Laughing
Horse @ The Counting House |
2-26 Aug 		

DAD STAND-UP

Adventures In Dementia :
Steve Day | Laughing Horse @
Espionage | 2-26 Aug

The Freedom Machine | C royale
| 1-27 Aug 		

TENTH CELEBRATIONS

COMEDY

As I leafed through the comedy
section of this year’s Fringe
programme, I noticed a few different
shows that referenced dads and
fatherhood, and as someone who has
a dad (remarkable), I was attracted to
the idea of collecting some of them
together. We start with Gary Meikle,
who is ready to spill the details of his
past life, with particular reference to
the trials and tribulations of being a
teenage father, and the challenge of
raising his daughter as a single parent.
It sounds like he’s got a great story to
tell, and he’s a Scottish Comedy Award
winner, so you know he will be good.

who he was, I went “ahhhh”, in that
way you do. Because I realised that
in fact I probably did read or hear
about him at some point in the past
but then forgot. But anyway, would
you like to know? Well, he was the
only British Prime Minister ever to
be assassinated and, 206 years later,
Nick Hall is going to tell you his story,
in an inventive and hilarious manner.
Hurrah.

I don’t really enjoy costume dramas
when it’s clear that I absolutely love
them. But anyway, that’s why I’m
often attracted to historically themed
shows, and here’s one which has
the bonus of referencing one of my
favourite Dickens stories. Douglas
Walker is the only star of this epic
piece, playing what’s described as a
“dizzying cast of characters spanning
100 years of history”. Brilliant.

Nick Hall: Spencer | Underbelly
Bristo Square | 1-27 Aug
Have you heard of Spencer Percival?
No? Well, given all my pretensions to
loving and absorbing history, I didn’t
know who he was, either. I mean, you
know, the name sounded familiar and
all, and when it was revealed to me

Another thing I noticed when trawling
though the enormously large range of
comedy on offer at this year’s Fringe
was a number of comedians who have
a numerical reason to celebrate in
2018 – they’ve all done nine previous
shows at the old Ed Fest, and this
year it’s time for the tenth. First up
is Fringe veteran (well, they are all
Fringe veterans, I suppose, but we’ll
no doubt come up with some other
labels later) Carl Donnelly, who really
has been producing fabulous work
here for what feels like eons and I am
not sure he quite gets the recognition
he deserves.

Nick Doody – PG | Subway |
4-25 Aug 		
Oh, and over to another comedian
who definitely does not get as much
attention as I’d like. I mean, why isn’t
this brilliant comedian on the radio
and telly absolutely all the flipping
time? I don’t know, maybe he prefers
live work, and maybe you’d prefer to
see him work live, but whatever, he’s
brilliant, and you should definitely
make time to see him perform his
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SKETCH COMEDY
Sleeping Trees: World Tour
| Assembly George Square
Studios | 1-26 Aug 		

tenth Edinburgh show. And what’s the
show about this time? Well, on this
occasion – as the title possibly implies
– he has faced full on the challenge of
coming up with a PG rated stand-up
show. So go and see how he’s got on
with that, eh?

Right, so let’s do some sketch shows,
starting with long term ThreeWeeks
favourite Sleeping Trees. Though,
having said the word ‘sketch’ in the
same sentence as ‘Sleeping Trees’ I
am now going to have to do some
explaining, because what they do is
probably different from what a lot of
you might regard as a sketch show.

And, as it just so happens, Pelican
Comedy appear to be purveyors of
something similar, in the sense that
their sketches are seemingly tied
together by an overarching narrative.
The group blend sketch, improv and
physical comedy and have a rather
surreal approach, according to my
sources. They also received a rave
review of this show when it was at the
work-in-progress stage, so heaven
knows what heights it’s reached by
now. Looks like it might also be a good
one to take in with your teenagers, as
the guideline age is 14+, so perhaps
get on and plan that family outing.

Moon | Pleasance Courtyard |
1-27 Aug 		
And so to our final sketch
recommendation, a hotly contested
space, which, after much deliberation,
was handed to this relatively new
but accomplished pairing. It’s their

Paul Foot: Image Conscious |
Underbelly Cowgate | 2-26 Aug
“Greetings! It’s my brand-new show,
baybayyy! Ever considered the unique
predicament of the soft-shell crab?
I have. What about the numerous
problems of organising a suburban
orgy? The catering, for example. It’s
an absolute nightmare!” And so to
our final tenth-solo-show-celebrating
Fringe legend (see, I told you I’d
come up with another label). Who is
it? Well, as you might have guessed
from that intro (if not from his name
being scribed plainly above it), it’s
the almighty and award-winning Paul
Foot. Expect something highly original
and superbly funny.

Pelican Comedy: Fisk | Bedlam
Theatre | 1-27 Aug

This is not just a series of different
unrelated skits, as many sketch shows
are, rather it’s all connected, telling the
story of a trip around the world and
a secret mission. Anyway, these guys
are absolutely brilliant, and we only
ever have good things to say, so don’t
miss them. “A story of love, revenge
and friendship, and by friendship, we
mean revenge”.

first Edinburgh show, but they’ve
been putting in a lot of sketch
practice down south. They promise to
entertain you with “dark, unexpected,
and immersive sketches” as well as “ a
nifty soundtrack trickery and plenty of
acting chops”. I’ve already heard lots
and lot of good things about them, so
I don’t think their newcomer status
should put you off: they’re definite
up-and-comers.

MUSICAL COMEDY
Bowjangles: Excalibow | Gilded
Balloon Teviot | 1-26 Aug
“They dance whilst they play. They
sing whilst they play. They leap,
tumble, juggle and joke whilst they
play”. Yay, I love musical comedy, but
I especially love this type of musical
comedy, ie, the kind where people use
their classical music training and mix
that expertise with quality clowning
about. Performing together since
2008, the members of Bowjangles
are veterans of this niche form, and
are absolutely bloody brilliant, so
don’t miss your chance to see them
in action. This year’s show takes you
on a journey through myths, folklore,
and legend, and features a portal in a
cello case. How could you not want to
see that?

Shit Faced Showtime:
Oliver With A Twist | Underbelly
Bristo Square | 1-27 Aug
This one is musical comedy from a

musical theatre angle, and – as you’ll
no doubt have divined from the title
of the show – this is a new strand from
the oft-drunk outfit behind the Shit
Faced Shakespeare shows (they’re
doing ‘Hamlet’ this year, by the way,
if you are interested). To those of you
who have got this far through life
without exposure to this compelling
format, this is what happens: the
company perform the show in the
title, but each night a different cast
member ascends the stage a little
worse for wear, and hilarity ensues.
Please sir, I want some more… booze?

Zach & Viggo and
Thumpasaurus: Where Does
The Love Go? | Underbelly
Cowgate | 2-26 Aug
“Following the first space war of
Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos, a lone
detective is contracted to find the
love in this absurdist, avant-garde,
funk opera. LA-based, intergalactic
dance force, Thumpasaurus teams up
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do for me. But as you might not
be as interested in shark-based
comedy as I am, I’ll also throw in the
information (if you weren’t aware of
it) that Heidi Regan won the BBC New
Comedy Award in 2017 and the So
You Think You’re Funny competition
in 2016, so yes, I feel fairly sure we
can expect good things. As well as
an exploration of “our relationship
with an increasingly confusing world
via the medium of bad shark films”
we’re promised discussion of topics
including the NHS, religion, and “what
makes ‘Shark Attack III’ the ‘Godfather
III’ of bad shark films”. Ace.

Jake Lambert – Little Lost Lad |
Pleasance Courtyard | 1-26 Aug
“Jake lives alone, cuts his own hair,
has an ability to remember the exact
date he first tasted each specific food
for the first time and has a one-eyed
cat. If this sounds like it needs some
explaining and, let’s face it, it probably
does, then this is the show for you...”
Another comedian with a debut
hour this summer, and all the signs
point to yes: Jake Lambert secured
a nomination for Best Show at the
with anarchic, Norwegian-American
comedy duo Zach & Viggo for an
hour of madness!” Well, a) tell me
that doesn’t sound like enormously
good fun and b) that’s two separate
outfits with a history of doing great
things in their respective areas joining
forces. So that basically makes it a
supergroup. Hurrah.

PROMISING
DEBUT HOURS

stand-ups have a story. Hell, you
could argue that they all do and
you’d be right. But here I’ve picked
out three comedians with tales to
tell that sounded extra dramatic or
intriguing. So let’s start with this:
“On March 20th, 7:13pm. Ross Smith
received a message from a stranger,
with an even stranger invitation. What
followed is the incredible true story
of an ordinary name leading to an
extraordinary adventure”. Well, that
caught my attention, how about you?

Stuart Mitchell: Gordon
Ramsay’s Karma Cafe | Gilded
Balloon Teviot, 1-27 Aug
This one’s got an attention grabbing
title, so you might have noticed it
yourself without me pointing it out
to you. But if you dig further you’ll
discover that’s not just a random
reference to everyone’s favourite angry
chef. Stuart Mitchell is a former highflying City banker – “smooth-talking
banking elitist who’d rip you off at a
moment’s notice” – who went through
something of a moral awakening one
day when his path crossed with the
culinary and monetary extravagance
of Gordon Ramsay. And if that doesn’t
sound like the potential for a great set,
I’ll eat my hat.

This sounds fabulous, and though it
is in the section of the programme
marked Dance, Physical Theatre
And Circus, this is a performance
that goes beyond that, embracing
and incorporating elements of
other genres too. In fact, this
multidisciplinary show combines
storytelling, spoken word, dance and
physical theatre in its investigation
of toxic ideals and the crisis
of masculinity at an open mic
night. Expect something brutally
honest, darkly funny and at times
controversial, that addresses our
culture of violence and insecurity with
sketches about the male perspective,
feminism, gender inequalities, and
homophobia.

Casus: You and I |
Assembly Roxy | 2-26 Aug
“Poets spend their lives writing about
it, everyone thinks about it, but when
love is between two men some people
turn a blind eye. This transparent
journey of love, circus and friendship

John Hastings: Float Like A
Butterfly, John Hastings Like A
Bee | Pleasance Courtyard |
1-27 Aug

Heidi Regan: Heidi Vs Sharks |
Pleasance Courtyard | 1-26 Aug
Not sure I need to say anything
here, do I? I mean, it’s called ‘Heidi
Vs Sharks’ and that’ll pretty much

Leicester Comedy Festival earlier this
year, has written for shows like ‘Mock
The Week’ and supported Seann
Walsh, Kerry Godliman and Tom Allen
on tour.

Sarah Keyworth: Dark Horse |
Pleasance Courtyard | 1-26 Aug
She’s been a finalist, runner up or
close to it in pretty much any comedy
competition going; she’s supported a
load of big names on tour; she’s been
on Comedy Central and the BBC; and
now she’s headed to Edinburgh with
her debut hour. Sarah Keyworth tells
a semi-autobiographical tale about
sex and gender identity, pondering
on some very pertinent questions
about the expectations society
imposes on girls as they grow up, and
describing some of her own personal
revelations about what it means to
be a lesbian and what constitutes
femininity. “Think ‘Girls Just Wanna
Have Fun’ but British, deadpan and in
no way similar”. I really, really want to
see this.

STAND-UPS
WITH A STORY
I am Ross Smith | Just The Tonic
At The Caves | 2-26 Aug
Okay, so one could argue that many
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“Last year, John Hastings was hit
by a car and broke his arm. He then
became homeless (his choice) with a
long distance girlfriend (her choice)
and now has a lot of thoughts on
pigeons and bicycles (your choice).
Now he’s written this comedy show”.
Hastings is a comedian who was very
swiftly appointed a TW favourite on
account of his fabulous anecdotal
comedy. “This charming, loveable
comic is truly engaging and
well worth checking out”, wrote one
of our reviewers a few years back. And
she was right.

celebrates the importance of being
visible in a world of closed doors”. If
you’re a fan of love – and aren’t we all?
– and also a fan of circus, then this may
well be a perfect show for your 2018
tick list. It promises to be a beautiful
and empowering exploration of the
relationship between two performers,
incorporating high-level acrobatics,
trapeze, magic and dance.

Egg | Summerhall | 1-26 Aug

DANCE &
PHYSICAL
THEATRE
OUTSTANDING DANCE
AND PHYSICAL
Queer Words | Greenside @
Infirmary Street | 13-25 Aug

Our final recommendation for this
section is another with a circus feel,
as it’s an aerial theatre production of
a piece tackling the highly sensitive
and ever topical issue of female
fertility, sexuality and choice. The
company behind this, Paper Doll
Militia, have put together personal
testimonies with live musical, and the
aforementioned aerial work, to create
a show that will take its audience on a
personal and political journey. Always
interesting to see heavier issues
explored through this kind of form.

MUSIC
MUSIC PLUS
Wrenne: I Said Yes To
Everything | Assembly George
Square Studios | 2-26 Aug
“Post-Mormon to UK transplant
Wrenne performs her unique

THREE TO SEE
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multimedia show about the struggle
between her two selves: onstage
and onscreen. Driven by compelling,
melodic electropop, it’s a journey-isthe-destination tale with unexpected
twists. Art meets athleticism, tech
meets song, dreams meet reality”. Yes,
I said ‘music plus’ and I meant ‘music
plus’. I started as I mean to go on. This
sounds amazing.

Letters For Peace | Out Of The
Blue Drill Hall | 15-17 Aug

Cello On Fire | C too |
2-9 + 20-27 Aug

Thor and Loki | Assembly Roxy |
1-26 Aug

Celebrated Viennese cellist Peter
Hudler returns to the Fringe with
a new show, and we are very
pleased because we really loved
the show he brought to Edinburgh
last year. Our reviewer praised his
“wonderful playing” which “blurred
the boundaries between genres
and instruments”. This year we are
primed to expect a “burning hot
mix of styles, genres and characters
from the most simple folk tune to the
most sophisticated jazz gem, from
bluegrass to baroque”. Hurrah.

“The fate of the gods rests on Thor’s
mighty shoulders, but he hates
violence and prefers writing poetry.
Half-giant Loki is out for revenge, but
beneath her monstrous form lies a
heart of gold. Can two misfits find the
strength to be themselves?” This is
from House Of Blakewell, creators of
Fringe hit ‘We Can Make You Happy’
– “Treat yourself to a heart-warming
hour of laughs, guaranteed to make
you smile” - said our reviewer of that
show – so I reckon it’s highly likely this
will be just as good.

Pierre-Laurent Aimard &
Tamara Stefanovich | The
Queen’s Hall | 24 Aug

Six | Underbelly George Square
| 1-27 Aug

Back over to the International Festival
now, and a duo of acclaimed pianists
for you, playing pieces from brilliant
Brahms and marvellous Messaien.
“Angels, saints, songbirds; orbiting

Award-winning composer and
guitarist Graeme Stephen presents
this new work with Mr McFalls
Chamber String Trio. And, in line with
the theme of this section, it’s very
much more than just music, weaving
together melodies with spoken word
and imagery. It’s inspired by the
stories and letters of conscientious
objectors who refused to fight during
the First World War, and reflects on
public perceptions of war, highlighting
the sacrifices objectors made in the
name of peace.

The Red Guitar | theSpace @
Niddry Street | 3-25 Aug
And finally, another music show
with that extra added element –
this one describes itself as part
monologue and part stand-up along
with the tunes, performed on a red
Stratocaster guitar. John Sheldon
has myriad stories to tell: he was
Van Morrison’s lead guitarist at 17,
songwriter to James Taylor, and takes
you on a journey through the rock and
roll era with the help of “wry humor,
compelling anecdotes and can’tbelieve-your-ears guitar licks”.

NEW MUSICALS
AND OPERA
planets, stars, pealing bells. Messiaen’s
kaleidoscopic Visions de l’Amen for
two pianos is an epic exploration of
faith, a celebration of creation, and
a tribute to the wonders of human
love. By way of complete contrast,
they open the concert with the richly
Romantic emotions of Brahms’s
seldom heard Sonata for Two Pianos,
which he later transformed into his
Piano Quintet Op 34”.

MUSICALS
FUNNY MUSICALS

BEAUTIFUL
CLASSICAL
Vaughn Williams’s A Sea
Symphony | Usher Hall | 9 Aug
Right, classical music, and there’s
always a good amount of it to
be found over at the Edinburgh
International Festival, so that’s where
we will start. The title of this is a bit
misleading because it’s actually a
performance of two pieces of music,
and, much as I do love Vaughn
Williams and this brilliant piece, it’s the
other element I am most interested in.
In celebration of the composers 90th
birthday, the ensemble perform a
Scottish premiere of Thea Musgrave’s
‘Turbulent Landscapes’, a powerful
musical journey through six vivid land
and seascapes by J M W Turner.

This amusing musical first hit the
Fringe this time last year, I believe, and
I am pretty sure I picked it out as a
goer back then. I was right, because it
earned rave reviews, and is returning
triumphant to the Edinburgh Festival
before a run at London’s Arts Theatre.
And if you didn’t see it last year, and
don’t know what it’s about… here
you go: “Divorced. Beheaded. Live in
concert. From Tudor Queens to pop
princesses, the six wives of Henry
VIII finally take to the mic to tell their
empowering tale, remixing 500
years of her-storical heartbreak into
a 75-minute celebration of sisterly
sass-itude”.

One Musical To Rule Them All |
Greenside @ Nicolson Square |
3-11 Aug
If you are a fan of musicals and also
a fan of things like ‘Lord Of The
Rings’ and ‘The Hobbit’, then this is
definitely one you should add to your
viewing list. Well, unless you are so
passionate about said things that you
take them very seriously and refuse
to countenance any mockery of
them; because this is a parody. “Join
reluctant hero Froyo as he navigates
the realm of Riddle Earth, guided
by ridiculous characters and catchy
musical numbers in a hilarious,
copyright-free comedy guaranteed
to please ‘Lord Of The Rings’ fans and
newcomers alike”. Sounds like fun
to me.

you see new opera on the Fringe?
Well, relatively frequently I guess, but
nowhere near as much as new stuff
in other genres. Anyway, this sounds
excellent, being described as a “radical
and claustrophobic piece following
a woman artist raging against the
reductive categories into which the
art world forces her”. As a woman I am
always raging against the reductive
categories the world forces me into, so
I can relate.

Hamilton (Lewis) | Assembly
George Square Studios |
1-26 Aug
You’ve heard of the musical
‘Hamilton’, haven’t you? Yes? Well, this
isn’t it, obviously, this is about Lewis

Hamilton, and I think it’s going to be
good, a musical parody featuring
a blend of hip-hop, jazz, blues, rap,
R’n’B and Broadway music: “Hamilton
(Lewis) is the epic story of a self-

starter who worked a lot harder, by
being a lot faster, born and raised in
Stevenage, the most successful British
F1 driver in the history of the sport.”
Expect something very fun.

SPOKEN WORD
CONVERSATIONS...
AT THE STAND
In Conversation With... Rory
Bremner | The Stand’s New
Town Theatre | 16 Aug
When it came to picking stuff from
the Spoken Word section of the
Fringe programme I got rather
distracted by all the great events
that The Stand have going on in their
‘In Conversation With’ strand. And
because that happened I basically
only picked stuff from said strand. So
I guess this section is actually now
the ‘In Conversation With’ section.
And you know what, that’s okay. Not
least because I love The Stand. And I
am going to start with Rory Bremner
because I bet you all know who he
is, and I bet a lot of you would be
interested in an event involving him.

In Conversation With... Paddy
Hill | The Stand’s New Town
Theatre | 10 Aug
Fewer of you, possibly, will have heard
of Paddy Hill, though the moment I
begin to recount who he is, you will

Elizabethan | theSpace @
Surgeons Hall | 3-25 Aug
I think every year I say that I really
love to pick out new musicals, and
there’s a reason for that. I love to pick
out new musicals. But seriously, so
often in the past I’ve seen the Fringe
programme packed with virtually
nothing but revivals of things we’ve all
seen eight times before, and it’s really
refreshing to see brand new stuff. And
there are loads this year. Including
this one, which also appeals to me
because of its historical theme. It’s
about Tobias Bacon, who died of love
in 1618, and we’re invited to join him
on the 400th anniversary of his death,
as he finds out how.

Hunger | Paradise In The Vault |
4-11 Aug
Oooh, and I like the look of this one,
too, for it is an original short opera
(only half an hour) based on Kafka’s
‘A Hunger Artist’, and how often do
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THREE TO SEE
WE RECOMMEND SHOWS FOR YOU TO SEE
human rights lawyering. A brief biog:
“Originally from Liverpool, coming to
study at Glasgow University in 1986.
Widely recognised as one of Scotland’s
leading human rights campaigners.
Solicitor of the Year 2016, Lawyer of
the Year 2017. Glasgow University
Rector. Made legal history in a 1995
civil action against Strathclyde Police
for a 1991 racist attack. He has been
instructed in some of Scotland’s
highest profile cases, including the
seventeen year campaign to secure a
conviction for the Surjit Singh Chhokar
murder. During the Fringe he will be
in the middle of defending ex-Catalan
minister Professor Clara Ponsati
against extradition”. I’d like to hear
more from him, for sure.

The End Of Eddy | The Studio |
21-26 Aug 		

Bloominauschwitz | Just
Festival at St John’s | 3-25 Aug

One from the International Festival
now, and it’s an adaptation of an
acclaimed and unflinchingly honest
autobiographical novel, ‘En finir avec
Eddy Bellegueule’ by Édouard Louis,
written when he was just 21. “Born
into poverty in an isolated village in
rural France, a boy grows up amongst

This one-man show isn’t just historical,
it’s got a big old literary reference in
it, because its protagonist is Leopold
Bloom, the central character in James
Joyce’s ‘Ullyses’. Escaping from the
pages of that novel, he cuts a swathe
through the history of twentieth
century Europe, allowing the piece to
explore a variety of themes, including
migration, Jewish identity, and right
wing nationalism in Europe. Sounds
good, right? Well, we know it’s good,
because it has already won much
acclaim, winning the Best New Play
Award at the 2015 Brighton Fringe.
How lovely that we get to see it here in
Edinburgh in 2018.

ECCENTRIC
THEMES

THEATRE
AUTO/BIOGRAPHICAL
Margo: Half Woman, Half Beast |
Assembly Rooms |
2-18 Aug
instantly recognise his case. He was
one of the so-called Birmingham Six,
who were wrongfully convicted of
the Birmingham pub bombings back
in 1974. If you were a reasonable age
back in the eighties, you will surely
remember that the campaign to free
them became incredibly high profile
and, of course, finished with the
quashing of the convictions. Paddy

has since campaigned tirelessly on
behalf of fellow falsely-imprisoned
inmates.

I know there are loads of people out
there who are fans of everything
biographical and autobiographical,
so I thought I’d look for a few events

In Conversation With... Aamer
Anwar | The Stand’s New Town
Theatre | 5 Aug

hard men and women living hard and
violent lives. Relentlessly bullied for
being gay, this is the story of Eddy’s
struggle to understand who he is,
who he might become, and his fight to
escape”. Created by Unicorn Theatre,
who create works for younger
audiences, this is suitable for 16+.

HISTORICAL
THEATRE

And finally, Aamer Anwar, who
does one of my favourite things,

Prehistoric | Summerhall |
1-26 Aug 		

that might cater to that interest at
the Festival. So, here we go, here’s
the first, a biographical piece – one
which should also appeal to cabaret
lovers – about Margo Lion, celebrated
Weimar cabaret star, a contemporary
of Marlene Dietrich. It tells the
story of her tragic relationship with
lyricist Marcellus Schiffer, fuelled by
jealousy, drugs and alcohol against
the backdrop of political and social
upheaval, and is accompanied by lots
of great songs of the period.

Tetra-Decathlon | Summerhall |
14-26 Aug
An autobiographical solo outing
from Lauren Hendry, who, having
never before set foot on an athletics
track, suddenly decided to enter the
Tetra-Decathlon, a gruelling fourteen
(yes, fourteen) event competition
comprising nine running and hurdles
categories of various lengths, plus
high jump, shot put, long jump,
Javelin and discus. Phew. The show
charts Lauren’s journey from training
to competition, and asks questions
about the psychology of sport and
what drives us to compete.
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Well, it feels a bit… sad to be calling
this a ‘historical’ piece, given that it’s
set in the decade in which I was born.
But, you know, I suppose last week
is regarded as history, too. Anyway,
this looks ever so promising, a punk
theatre gig focusing on the topic of
civil liberties. It’s set in Brisbane in
1979 and is about Deb, Nick, Pete and
Rachel, who meet at a gig, start their
own band, and “find out – the hard
way – why their town stays so quiet”.
It’s based on first hand accounts of
those who were, at the time, living
and making music in Queensland,
which apparently (I did not know
this) was then under the power of
a notoriously corrupt and brutal
government.

Passionate Machine | Zoo
Charteris | 3-27 Aug
“Remember PE kit. Cancel Free Trial.
Call mum. Everyone writes instructions
to their future selves. But what
happens if the future starts writing
back?” Hurrah, a show from Rosy
Carrick that blurs the boundaries of
time and space in some way, I really
love things that do that. It features
familar people and characters, like
David Bowie, Vladimir Mayakovsky and
Rocky Balboa, setting them against
a backdrop of your favourite time
travel movies, while exploring letting
go, having the courage to take the
untrodden path, and finding yourself.

In Pursuit of Andromeda |
Greenside @ Nicolson Square |
3-25 Aug
I must admit I was attracted initially to
this because of its setting, but then I
discovered that it’s got a mermaid in it,
which made it a great addition to this
eccentric themes section. It’s about a
fisherman of the Scilly Isles who one

Revenants | Pleasance Dome |
1-27 Aug 		
This new play by Nichola McAuliffe is
set a long time before I was born, so
that’s making me feel a bit better. And
here’s what it’s all about: “25 years
after the murder of the Romanovs
and 25 years before the murder of
Martin Luther King, a group meet in
an English birch wood. Actor Ernest
Thesiger, Queen Mary and her
chauffeur Walcott commemorate the
death of the Russian royal family. Into
their midst comes Waverley Monk, a
young black GI whose experience of
segregation has him ready to wreak
revenge on a whites-only barracks.
As the group battle with notions of
persecution and bravery, it’s clear
that violent revolutions must have
unforeseen consequences”.

day rescues a mysterious woman,
singing in an unknown tongue, from
the sea. The pair form a strong bond,
but it seems as though something a
bit sinister might be going on, when
reports that locals are going missing
from the islands start to emerge. I am
expecting it to be rather good.

Paradiso | Zoo Charteris |
19-27 Aug 		
This is a fab sounding piece from an
acclaimed company all the way from
Georgia, one with no words, which

THREEWEEK INFO
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favourite comedians – Mike McShane,
Jo Caulfield and Hal Cruttenden – and
is led by Timothy Bentinck, star of
‘The Archers’.

PROBLEMS
DOWN BELOW
Skin A Cat | Assembly Rooms |
2-25 Aug 		

blends physical theatre with puppetry
and music to tell the story of the final
days of a group of three old men.
Expect hope as well as sadness, and
laughter as well as tears: “Paradiso is
the magical place where old people
turn back into babies. Here, death is
not the end – it’s the beginning of the
circle of life”.

BIG ISSUES
Vessel | Underbelly Bristo
Square | 2-27 Aug 		
There are always lots of plays dealing
with topical and social issues here at
the old edfringe, of course, because
there’s always lots of new writing and
people wanting to use theatre to create
conversation around these things. So I
thought I’d choose a few of those kind
of shows. Starting with this, ‘Vessel’,
the story of an Irish activist who uses
her own unwanted pregnancy to
bring a legal challenge against her
government. Inspired by the recent
abortion referendum in Ireland, and
the ongoing lack of right to abortion
in Northern Ireland, it examines the
right to choose, women’s rights,
motherhood, and inequality.

Yes, yes, it’s true, I have based a
whole section of tips on the topic
of problems with sex and genitalia,
and no, of course I’m not ashamed.
Not least because I feel that the sort
of things these shows focus on are
the sort of things people feel too
embarrassed to talk about, so it seems
like a good thing, to me, to give them
a bit of an airing. And the first one,
‘Skin A Cat’, deals with a teenage girl’s
coming of age, the pursuit of losing
her virginity, and the obstacles in her
way – particularly, the problem of
vaginismus. It’s the sort of thing that
doesn’t get talked about enough…
because.

My Left Nut | Summerhall |
1-26 Aug
“400ml. That’s how much liquid was
drained from Michael’s left testicle
when he was a teenager. More than
a can of coke. He should have told
someone sooner, but who could he
turn to? His dad died ten years ago

Brexit | Pleasance Courtyard |
1-26 Aug
“It’s 2020 and The Gordian Knot of
Brexit remains tightly tangled. To keep
a united government and to achieve
an exit deal remains incompatible …
or is it?” So, finally, to a very very hot
topic. Well, it’s a very, very hot topic if
you’ve got my Twitter feed. And this is
a very promising production, because
it’s one of those shows cast with a
line-up that includes lots of your

ThreeWeeks has
been covering the
Edinburgh Festival
since 1996 –
so this is our 23rd
year covering the
world’s largest
cultural event.
CHECK OUT OUR
COVERAGE
We will be previewing,
reviewing and interviewing
at all of Edinburgh’s summer
festivals: the Edinburgh
International Festival, Edinburgh
International Book Festival,
Edinburgh Art Festival and the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe.
Interviews: We will be
interviewing many of our
favourite performers with
new Q&As going live every
day of the festival month. The
interviews are conducted by our
two Editors – Caro Moses and
Chris Cooke.
Three To See Previews:
Caro also recommends 72
shows to see at the festival in
this preview magazine, plus
look out for more Three To
See show recommendations
throughout August in the TW
Daily.

Fcuk’d | Gilded Balloon Teviot |
1-27 Aug 		
Somewhere in the region of 100,000
children run away from home every
year in the UK, which is a pretty
shocking figure, especially given
many of those young people end
up in extreme poverty and become
socially excluded. This play is about
that issue, exploring themes of
loyalty, abandonment and family, and
addressing the experiences of young
working class boys in contemporary
Britain. It’s an unusual format, being
a one man show written entirely in
verse, and tells the story of a teenager
who kidnaps his younger brother in
an attempt to get away from their
difficult life and decrepit home. It’s
already won praise down south for its
treatment of the topic.

All about ThreeWeeks Edinburgh

and besides, school is full of rumours
about what the giant bulge in his
trousers actually is. Who wants to stop
that?” Yes, it’s the boys’ turn, and this
true life tale promises to be poignant
as well as funny.

Reviews: The ThreeWeeks
review team will be out there
reviewing from the first day of
Fringe previews, with a daily
helping of reviews coming out
from the first weekend of the
Festival.

Ad Libido | Pleasance Courtyard
| 1-27 Aug 		
You know how I said that this sort
of thing doesn’t get talked about
enough… because? Well, here’s
another show talking about it, so it
looks like this Fringe might be the
year it happens enough. ‘Ad Libido’
explores Fran Bushe’s own experience
of Female Sexual Dysfunction – an
umbrella which covers a number
of problems, one of which is the
aforementioned vaginismus – which
apparently affect at least 43% of
women. She’s been lying to her
partners for years about it, but now
it’s time to stop faking and fix the
problem. “Expect toe-tapping tunes, a
magic penis and a visit to Sex Camp”,
and don’t say I didn’t warn you.

OUR PUBLICATIONS
There will be two editions of the
popular TW Magazine this year.

SELL MORE TICKETS
– ADVERTISE WITH
THREEWEEKS

This Preview Edition packed
with interviews and show
recommendations, available to
pick up as all the Fringe venues
open and delivered direct to the
door of thousands of Edinburgh
households.

Advertising with ThreeWeeks
is a simple way to put your
show and your name in front
of thousands of ticket-buyers
and all the key opinion formers
and decision makers at the
Edinburgh Festival. And we have
packages to suit all budgets.

The Review Edition will be
packed with interviews and
reviews and will be available
from mid-August. You can
pick up a copy from all the key
Festival venues, plus cafes and
bars around central Edinburgh.
To get all the latest coverage,
sign up to the TW Daily
bulletin, which will land in
your inbox daily throughout
the festival month. Inside you
will find all the latest interviews
and Three To See show
recommendations. Sign up for
free at threeweeksedinburgh.
com/signup
All our coverage is
also accessible via the
ThreeWeeks website at
threeweeksedinburgh.com

GET COVERED!
We try to feature as many shows
and performers as we possibly
can each year, covering all the
genres, with big name acts and
companies alongside the very
newest talent and alternative
shows and performers.
For information on how to
make sure you are on the radar
of Editor Caro Moses, go to
threeweeksedinburgh.com/
getcovered

For details of how you can
advertise in the TW Magazine
and TW Daily bulletin go to
threeweeksedinburgh.com/
advertising.
Remember, we operate
ThreeWeeks Edinburgh as a notfor-profit venture – all monies
generated through advertising
helps us extend our coverage.

THISWEEK LONDON
ThreeWeeks Edinburgh is the
sister magazine to ThisWeek
London. We recommend Three
To See in London every day of
the year, plus check out more
Caro Meets interviews.
Access it all at
thisweeklondon.com and
sign up for the year-round
TW Weekly bulletin.

TW:DIY
TW:DIY is a new educational
programme from the TW
team that will be offering tips
and advice to future talent in
theatre, comedy and culture at
large.
Check out the regular TW:DIY
interviews and guides online at
thisweekdiy.com
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